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Abstract. In the industrial production background, traditional dyeing technology can not adapt to the large-scale mass production. The representative of the computer software to simulate the traditional tie dye patterns are divided into the following two operations, one is based on the recombination of pattern design decomposition of the original graphics; second using Photoshop computer software to imitate manual tie pattern. Form a similar tie dyed texture effects with the former, the latter for varied shape and color collocation pattern, change the restriction of the traditional Handmade in production, style target obtained by printing process. But the design of analog electronic technology dye patterns more blunt. How to combine the traditional dyeing technology and digital technology, more subtly, is one of the key research of this paper.

Introduction
The traditional tie dye with unique artistic charm, spread widely and has a far-reaching influence in the world, but in the end because of the restrictive factors of the manual production led to high market prices, easy to fade, the fabric pattern design are quite unpredictable and other problems which restrict the development of the traditional craft. With the continuous development of science and technology, all kinds of new computer software tools have been applied to the traditional arts and crafts, design art and other different types of vivid and new combination of science and technology and art. Different from the traditional dyeing technology of the original production techniques, the digital art design material creators will be drawn by the traditional paper into computer software application, the use of digital software to create design works of every kind of technological strengths, to give people a hitherto unknown new visual feast. Therefore, to break through the traditional tie dye art techniques, digital art has certain reference value in theory research and practical application of the powerful modern tie dyeing pattern design.

The Advantages of Digital Software Design
Tie dye, farm blue cloth, these traditional batik dyeing methods, meet digital software today after a new concept. That change is different from that of traditional dyeing process, can be in any textile materials using modern dyeing process of high technology and a variety of special techniques, the traditional process reflects the aesthetic characteristics of modern art aesthetic on the plane, stereo or monochrome and multicolor blending to produce new graphic art creation process. In the information age, digital art with digital processing technology as the main means, provide reference for modern textile art, and has become an important tool to create a new graphical design language and the main contemporary designer for modern design.

It is a typical representative of the digital simulation software of traditional tie dye patterns can be divided into the following two kinds of operation, the first is to reorganize the original graphic pattern design decomposition (Fig. 1.1,1.2); second is to imitate the pattern by using Photoshop computer software tie manual painting method. (Fig. 1.3,1.4) to form a similar tie dyed texture effects with the former, and the latter varied shape change pattern for color collocation, can change the restriction of the traditional Handmade in production, to achieve high volume. But this technology through the digital simulation dye patterns appear stiff, how to combine the traditional dyeing technology and method of digital technology more harmonious, is one of the focus of this study.
Digital Changes in Traditional Tie Dye Process

The natural dyeing technology and the texture is received and the use of people love, so in the digital design pattern not only remain in the digital technology to imitate tie dye patterns, but will combine effect of dyeing technology and digital technology, breaking the original single pattern pattern and stylized manual performance techniques, combined with modern new technology, the change of the dyeing technology of design and creation, this is precisely the solution of digital tie-dye art innovation way good.

The traditional tie dye graphics is very diverse, finishing up can find some changes in the law, form the pattern change of the main elements of "dot" and "line" and "surface" three basic elements. The manual tie dye technique formed by the "point", "line" and "surface" three elements of the unit elements scanned into the computer software, then these factors selected to modify the collation, copy, collage and so on combinations of recombinant innovation design using digital design techniques, the combination of new pattern design units a new pattern, achieved through the use of printing technology for mass production. The new technology not only can be retained the texture feature of the traditional tie dye and flavor of natural and simple, and can be free to design other rich patterns, and the use of digital technology changes color collocation, independent position exchange, fabric texture simulation and so on, but also improve production efficiency, reduce the cost.
Let us through the viewpoint of digital technology in the case of dye patterns in dye patterns: firstly, innovation point of traditional tie dye patterns after scanning into the computer through the levels of uniform color, the unit element can be a combination of one or more blocks on the dyed fabric pattern. Then use the Photoshop software to copy, collage, or dots, lines, a geometric, abstract shape combination arrangement, can avoid frequent manual technology leakage tie, tie dye, color bar fault leakage error, can also be collage traces formed by repair repair a tool or tool in the stamp tool to repair it, the repair can be better to keep the original pattern of manual tie marks, is the key to obtain the genuine. (as shown in Fig. 2.1,2.2.)

Figure 2.1 rotating flat seam tie-dye process

Figure 2.2 the pattern design of digital restructuring

Figure 2.2. to select a perfect pattern of single copy, rearranged in the new drawing. When copying can change the size of the pattern, change the pattern of the copy transparency, the new generation gradually dim level gradient color dyeing effect

**The Significance of Modern Tie Dyeing and Digital Art Blending**

First, from the point of view of the operation mode, the design of the electronic pattern of man-machine cooperation reflects the intelligence of the electronic technology in the traditional technology. Improving the quality and efficiency of pattern design by using computer software;

Secondly, computer software design has a huge advantage is the powerful storage function, the advantages constitute a rich and diverse tie pattern creation resources database. Computer can be used to greatly reduce the production time and proofing time, while reducing the cost of the process to reduce the cost of a large number of procedures. Will bring more market opportunities for enterprises.

Again, from the point of view of artistic effect, the modern dyeing pattern is a variety of styles, creative and dynamic multi-dimensional pattern texture. It breaks through the traditional tie dye patterns, maximize its rich graphic creativity, to meet the requirements of the times and personalized market call.

Digital technology revolution brings about the "design" of aesthetic feeling, and graphic elements of abstract and concrete by combining the popular color and harmonious combination as a whole image tells us that this artistic innovation is a new form of appreciation. (as shown in figure 3.1,3.2)
Conclusion

The advantage of computer aided design of digital art in graphic creation, is an important means of modern design pattern of contemporary fabric on the role can not be replaced by other means of design. So, for the modern digital art technology, high-tech means not only changed the pattern of the traditional mode of process and production level, also broke through the form of creative graphics, so that the traditional tie dye process into the pattern of our lives today and in the form of innovation for science and technology development in times of market demand, make it more suitable for natural the dyeing and finishing process of digital consumer functional and aesthetic requirements become fashionable and the trend of its future development goals. Has a good market prospects.
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